
How to write an advantages and disadvantages essay

It makes things better.

It improves/enhances the situation.

It has a positive impact (on people).

It helps/benefits people.

Allows/encourages people to do things.

It brings/provides/gives/offers opportunities.

It increases/boosts/creates something.

It makes things worse.

It exacerbates the problem.

It has a negative effect (on people).

It hampers/handicaps/hinders people.

Prevents/Discourages people from doing
things.

It deprives people of the chance to do things.

It decreases/reduces/destroys something.

It changes/alters/transforms/revolutionizes the way we live.

It builds/sustains/maintains/ruins (relationships)
It liberates/empowers (women)
It hinders/impedes (progress)
It hampers/obstructs (development)
It limits/restricts (freedom)
It reduces (habitat loss)
It accelerates/reverses (global warming)
It minimises/eliminates/eradicates (human error)
It eases (tension),
It stifles (creativity).
It ensures (equal opportunities).
It maintains (harmony).
It encourages/promotes (diversity)
It stimulates (growth/the economy)
It generates (income)
It facilitates learning.
It triggers (unrest/a recession).
It sours (relations between countries)

Does the end justify the means?
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Ways of expressing advantages:

[These devices] enable people to learn while they are doing other things such as driving or

walking.

[Laptops] are ideal because they allow people to do things where they want to.

[Social media] allows people greater freedom of expression.

[Visiting other countries] gives people a chance to experience cultures first hand.

[Cultural exchanges] offer enormous opportunities to the nations involved.

[Tourism] provides [jobs for local people]/makes [homes unaffordable for local people]/causes

[serious issues for local people].

[Tourism spending] boosts the local economy/damages local wildlife habitats.

[Tourism] brings [improvements in infrastructure and facilities/pollution from large ships].

[Tourism] helps [maintain local traditions].

[Tourism] benefits [local communities].

[International arts festivals] encourage [cooperation and understanding].

[International arts festivals] encourage people to [learn about other cultures].

[Lending artworks to other countries] improves [our knowledge of other cultures].

[Films and concerts] enhance [the quality of people’s lives].

[Personal connections] can benefit [travellers when they are out of their own country].

[Ignorance of other people’s traditions] can handicap [business partnerships].

[This] can prevent countries from [falling out with each other].

It helps people (to) communicate.

It allows/enables people to work wherever they want to.

It reduces/increases [communication channels].
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Language to describe effects [also related to problem/solution expressions]

To improve, enhance, make [the situation] [better, easier]

To exacerbate, make [mental health problems] worse

To prevent, cure or ameliorate [diabetes]

To affect, impact, influence [the future of the planet]

To have a positive/negative influence/effect/impact ON [international relations]

To disadvantage [children from poor backgrounds]
To benefit [those who can afford it]
To put [older] people at a disadvantage, give [young] people an (unfair) advantage

To change, alter, transform, shape [the landscape]

To create, produce, ease [tension]

To increase, boost, reduce [sales], develop [the economy]

To bring [peace, harmony, change], provide [jobs]

It leads to, results in, ends in, brings about, gives rise to [a better quality of life]

It is responsible for/has an effect on/has a role to play in/triggers [anxiety]

[Having a school uniform] ensures that [all children are treated equally].

NB you cannot deteriorate something. You can only say that something deteriorated (by itself)

e.g.*The situation deteriorated.
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